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This work describes a segmented radial turbo-spin-echo tech-
nique (DW-rTSE) for high-resolution multislice diffusion-
weighted imaging and quantitative ADC mapping. Diffusion-
weighted images with an in-plane resolution of 700 mm and almost
ree of bulk motion can be obtained in vivo without cardiac gating.

However, eddy currents and pulsatile brain motion cause severe
artifacts when strong diffusion weighting is applied. This work
explains in detail the artifacts in projection reconstruction (PR)
imaging arising from eddy currents and describes an effective
eddy current compensation based on the adjustment of gradient
timing. Application of the diffusion gradients in all three orthog-
onal directions is possible without degradation of the images due
to eddy current artifacts, allowing studies of the diffusional an-
isotropy. Finally, a self-navigation approach is proposed to reduce
residual nonrigid body motion artifacts. Five healthy volunteers
were examined to show the feasibility of this method. © 2000

Academic Press

Key Words: radial; diffusion imaging; turbo-spin-echo; high res-
lution; eddy current.

INTRODUCTION

Spatial mapping of diffusion coefficients provides an a
tional contrast mechanism in MRI which can be used to ob
important physiological information on water mobility, co
partmentation, and diffusional anisotropy (1–3). Animal and
human studies have suggested that diffusion-weighted im
(DWI) is a sensitive indicator for early detection of ische
injury, since areas of acute stroke show a drastically low
diffusion coefficient (4–7). The application of DWI to a

nimal model of multiple sclerosis has been discussed8).
However, methodological limitations exist for the widespr
application of DWI in humans. Conventional methods of
quiring diffusion-weighted images involve the use of Stejs
Tanner diffusion-sensitized gradients (9, 10) in conjunction
with spin-echo 2D Fourier transform acquisition. One of
great obstacles in clinical DWI is that the image quality

1 To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: hillenbr
hysik.uni-wuerzburg.de.
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quantitative diffusion measurements are severely degrad
even small macroscopic motions of the head and brain.
reason for this high motion sensitivity is the large pu
gradients required for the Stejskal–Tanner diffusion prep
tion. Pulsatile brain motion can be controlled by cardiac ga
but rigid body motion still remains a problem. Several str
gies have been developed in the past to overcome the m
sensitivity problem:

(i) Single shot DWI techniques, despite their lower spa
resolution, are currently the method of choice, since
“freeze out” the effects of macroscopic motion and allo
high scan efficiency. Echo planar diffusion imaging (11, 12)
has been used successfully for measuring diffusion of wa
the brain of volunteers and patients (13) and is generally no
regarded as the method of reference. However, echo-p
imaging (EPI) is very sensitive to magnetic susceptibility
tifacts resulting in image distortions and off-resonance
facts, which require efficient shim procedures and fat-sup
sion schemes. The resolution achievable with EPI is lim
due to T*2 decay during the echo train. In addition, spe
gradient hardware is necessary for the EPI technique. T
fore, less demanding single-shot DWI approaches for cli
scanners including high-speed STEAM (14), turbo-FLASH
(15), and GRASE (16) have been developed. These ra
imaging techniques are generally much less motion sens
but often compromise spatial resolution and signal-to-n
ratio (SNR). Fast diffusion imaging based on a steady-s
free precession scheme has also been proposed (17–19).

(ii) Another approach to reduce rigid body motion artifa
in multi-shot DWI is based on navigator echoes (20–22). The
navigator echoes provide a measure of the motion-ind
view-to-view phase variations utilizing an additional n
phase-encoded echo acquired before the imaging echo
image data can then be corrected retrospectively for l
velocity and acceleration of the head. However, the navig
approach appears to be of limited value when complex mo
e.g. brain pulsation, is involved.

(iii) Another approach to reduce motion artifacts in DW
@
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projection reconstruction (PR) imaging. In PR imaging ra
lines in Fourier space are acquired instead of rectilinear lin
in 2D Fourier transform (2D FT) imaging. Therefore th
sequences are called radial sequences. PR imaging in g
shows a reduced sensitivity to motion (23) and flow artifact
24) in combination with magnitude reconstruction. In ad
ion, it offers a slight gain in signal-to-noise ratio and is
usceptible to phase errors when compared to 2D FT im
25). Radial sequences have been used for DWI (28, 29, 31),
ut eddy current problems have been reported when app

he diffusion gradients in the same orientation as the
radients (30). Some groups (24, 33) used rotating diffusio

gradients to eliminate remaining motion artifacts. This has
disadvantage that the diffusion anisotropy cannot be meas

Since measurement times in standard radial imaging
comparable with conventional spin-echo imaging, the acq
tion of several echoes after one excitation has been propo
increase the speed of PR imaging (26, 27). Recently, it ha
been shown that this radial turbo-spin-echo approach can
be combined with diffusion contrast in order to obtain h
resolution diffusion weighted images with increased ima
speed and reduced sensitivity to motion (31, 32).

In this study we present a radial multislice turbo-spin-e
DWI sequence which includes eddy current compensation
self-navigation to reduce artifacts due to eddy currents
pulsatile brain motion. This sequence provides quantit
high-resolution diffusion imaging and diffusional anisotro
measurements in all areas of the human brain, even if s

FIG. 1. Schematic presentation of the diffusion-weighted radial turbo
(PGSE) preparation phase and a radial turbo-spin-echo (TSE) readout.
given byTEeff 5 TE 1 (N/ 2 2 1

2) z Tinter with N being the number of echoes
after one excitation.
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diffusion weighting is applied. In this contribution, the m
components for a successful implementation of such a
quence are summarized: First there will be a brief descri
of the sequence design and the image reconstruction.
artifacts resulting from eddy currents in radial DWI will
explained, and a method for eliminating these artifacts wi
suggested. A self-navigation method for reducing non
body motion artifacts will be proposed. After the descriptio
the experimental setup, typical results obtained from diffu
imaging experiments performed in phantoms and in the hu
brain of healthy volunteers will be presented.

METHODS AND EXPERIMENTAL

Implementation and Image Reconstruction

The pulse sequence (Fig. 1) for diffusion-weighted ra
turbo-spin-echo (DW-rTSE) imaging consists of two parts
a standard pulsed gradient spin-echo (PGSE) preexper
including eddy current compensation and (ii) a radial tu
spin-echo readout train. The slice selective PGSE exper
creates a transverse magnetizationM at the echo timeTE

eighted withT2 and the diffusion coefficientD (9)

M~TE!

M~0!
5 e2TE/T2 z e2bD, [1]

whereb is the well-known “b value,” which is a measure f

in-echo sequence: The DW-rTSE sequence consists of a pulsed gradie
RF pulses are slice selective filtered sinc-pulses. The effective echo tiTEeff was
r echo train. In the experiments done for this study four projections were
-sp
All
pe
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245HIGH-RESOLUTION DIFFUSION IMAGING WITH RADIAL TSE
the diffusion-weighting. Theb value for a balanced pair
radients of strengthGd, durationd, and separationD is given
y (9)

b 5 g 2Gd
2d 2SD 2

d

3D . [2]

This attenuated echo formed by the PGSE experiment i
first echo of the turbo-spin-echo readout train which is r
cused multiple times by 180° RF pulses to acquire more
one projection after a single preparation. Each echo is enc
with the readout gradientGW r 5 Gr z (eW xcos f 1 eW ysin f)
applied under different anglesf in the image plane. For
resulting image with a rectangular matrix ofNx 3 Ny pixels,
Ny projections under increasing in-plane anglesf with Nx data
points in the radial direction were acquired. The anglef was
ncremented from 0 to 180° in steps ofDf 5 (1808/(Ny 1
)). In theactual implementation a sequential samplingk
pace was performed (Fig. 2). Each echo train consistingN
choes covered a segment of thek space with an anglea 5 N z

Df. However, interleaved sampling as noted in (31) is also
ossible.
Since imperfect 180° pulses may populate higher o

hase states (36, 37), the rephasing back to the center ok
pace guarantees a zero phase accumulation* G(t)dt 5 0 due
o the read gradients between succeeding RF pulses.
nsures that the echoes from different echo families wil
erience identical spatial encoding.
In the following, the image reconstruction of radial d

sing a filtered backprojection algorithm is shortly descri
he filtered backprojection from the acquired signalS(k, f) is

split into three major parts:

FIG. 2. Coverage of thek space. The direction of the radial lines is s
Nx 3 Ny pixels Nx data points in read direction andNy projections were ac
he
-
n
ed

er

his
-

.

1. The magnitude of the Fourier transform of the signa
calculated giving the raw projections

p~f, R! 5 ~2p! 21uE
2`

1`

S~k, f!e2ikRdku

with R :5 ( x cos f 1 y sin f) and the k-space vect
kW 5 gGW r t. These raw projections are summarized in
inogram.
2. The raw projectionsp(f, R) are filtered with a convo

ution filter giving the filtered projectionsp* along the rea
gradient direction.

3. The projections are backprojected to form an im
r( x, y) 5 * 0

p p*( f, R)df on a Cartesian grid.

The choice of the convolution filter applied to the r
projections is essential for the final image quality. For
images in this work, the filter published in (38) produced

ood image quality with reduced streaking artifacts and b
round noise.
One problem particular to DWI is that the presence

atient motion, eddy currents, and flow disturb the phase o
choes. Typically these phase disturbances are not co
uring the experiment. By using the backprojection algor

n the magnitude mode, the phase inconsistencies pre
antly affect the amplitude of the different projections. T
mplitude modulation is smeared out over the whole image

o the inherent averaging effect in PR (27). Therefore, sma
andom phase errors lead to artifacts of negligible amplitu
he resulting image, making PR imaging in combination w
agnitude reconstruction much more insensitive to phas

ects than conventional 2D-FT imaging. However, there

ed sequentially from 0° to 180° with each echo. For a final image matr
ired.
tepp
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imaging situations, where significant effects of phase ind
amplitude errors are apparent in PR-DWI. This is demonst
in the following sections.

Eddy Current Effects and Their Compensation

The eddy currents induced by switching of large diffus
gradients are a great obstacle in DWI. This leads to addit
magnetic field gradients and an unwanted phase dispe
after the preparation. Despite improvements in gradient h
ware, such as actively shielded gradients, these problem
occur. A general analysis of eddy current behavior has
performed by Ahn and Cho (39). Several approaches to av
hese problems have been proposed for diffusion weighte
40).

In the following, we propose a simple but robust e
urrent compensation for radial DW imaging based on
djustment of the gradient timing. This method is based o

ollowing considerations: Ramping down large gradients
uces eddy currents, which produce a gradient field of the
olarity as the original gradient (39). Switching off of the firs
iffusion gradient of the PGSE preparation produces an
urrent gradient field which may still exist after the 180°
ulse of the PGSE preparation, depending on the time con
f the eddy currents (Fig. 3). This gradient field increase
radient integral in the second half of the PGSE experim
herefore, the integrals over the gradient will be differen

he first and the second half of the PGSE experiment, lea
o a nonzero phase dispersion

w~TE! 5 g~E
0

TE/ 2

Gd~t!dt 2 E
TE/ 2

TE

Gd~t!dt!Ds Þ 0 [3]

FIG. 3. Eddy current and phase dispersion effects in PGSE experim
RF pulse of the PGSE experiment. This leads to a nonzero phase disp
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of the transversal magnetization at the echo time,TE, where
s represents the spatial distance from the center of the m

n the direction of the diffusion gradients.
This phase dispersion has different effects on each pr

ion depending on the angle between diffusion and rea
radient. If the diffusion gradient is applied in the image pl
evere eddy current artifacts can occur. In PR imaging
easured signal is proportional to the sum of the trans
agnetizationMxy( x, y) along a line perpendicular to t

readout gradientGr (25). In case of a nonconstant phasew( x,
y) Þ const. in the image plane, negative and positive in
ference will take place depending on the phases of the s
components. If diffusion and readout gradient are paralle
negative interference will take place, since only signal com
nents of equal phase will be summed up (see Fig. 4A). H
ever, negative interference will occur in the case of nonpa
diffusion and readout gradients, leading to severe image
facts (see Fig. 4B). The subsequent echoes of the turbo
echo readout will also be affected since the eddy current e
lead to a nonconstant phase accumulation during the echo
and the CPMG condition will no longer be satisfied. In c
trast, if the diffusion gradient is applied perpendicular to
image plane, a phase dispersion in slice direction occurs.
the slice thickness is usually small compared to the image
of view, this phase dispersion is also small and leads to a
signal loss. Due to constant phases in all read directions
Fig. 4C) no severe image artifacts will arise. Therefore, d
sion-weighting in slice direction is less critical in terms
image artifacts.

Rotating the diffusion gradient in-plane to be always par
to the read-out gradient may avoid eddy current induced im
artifacts in the case of in-plane diffusion-weighting. Howe

ts. Eddy currents produce long-term gradient fields, which still exist aft
ion at the echo time TE in the direction of the diffusion gradient.
en
ers
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this approach suffers from the major disadvantage that
surements of diffusional anisotropy are not possible. There
another strategy was chosen to compensate for the effe
the eddy current induced phase dispersion.

The phase dispersion can be avoided by introducing a
time t to shorten the second diffusion gradient to a duratio
d9 5 d 2 t. This compensates the additional gradients ca
by the eddy currents so that the diffusion gradients now f
the condition* 0

TE/ 2Gddt 5 *TE/ 2
TE Gddt for zero phase dispersi

at the echo timeTE of the first echo. This eliminates the ma
short-time-constant eddy current induced contribution to p
accumulation during the echo train. Eddy currents with lo
time constants may still be present during later echoes, b
our experience they are usually significantly lower in am
tude and therefore do not cause major artifacts (see Fig.

The experimentally determined trim timet is very short on
our system (t 5 10–20ms depending on the gradient used
diffusion gradient) compared with the typical diffusion gra
ent duration (d ; 25 ms) but it eliminates effectively ed
current induced image artifacts as demonstrated in Fig. 5
shortness of the trim time indicates that a small differenc
the integral over the gradients in both halves of the P
experiment causes a significant phase dispersion at the
time TE (according to Eq. [3]) this dispersion is equal
w/Dy ' 408/cm for our system using a diffusion gradient
29 mT/m and 5 ms separation from switching off the sec

FIG. 4. Effects of a phase dispersion in PR imaging. If the diffusion
he phase dispersion because signal components of equal phase will
radients different signal phases will be summed up and interference w

s applied (C) through-plane only a small negative interference will occu
s small because the slice thickness is much smaller than the field of vie
B). But no negative interference will occur during readout in the planes
n these planes. Therefore, only a small uniform signal loss will be prod
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diffusion gradient to the first echo). The trim time must
determined once for the actual system configuration an
each gradient used. The determination of the trim time is
by varying the trim time until maximum signal is achieved
all projections. This approach has the advantage com
with trimming the gradient strength, that the trim time, o
determined, is independent of the actual gradient strengGd

and durationd used, as long as eddy current effects are dire
proportional to the gradient strengthGd. Otherwise an ind
vidual trim time must be determined for each grad
strengthGd.

Motion Sensitivity and Self-Navigation

PR imaging has been proven to be relatively insensitiv
rigid body motion artifacts which only cause a slight blurr
of the images (28). However, brain pulsation artifacts may s
affect image quality in PR imaging. Brain motion in the pr
ence of magnetic field gradients leads to a velocity depen
phase,w 5 gGdvDd, for a given velocityv. Thus, in the
presence of significant in-plane brain motion during the P
preparation, projections with nonparallel diffusion and rea
gradients can be severely degraded by phase dispersion
ilar to those caused by eddy currents. Through-plane mo
induced phase errors also reduce the signal amplitude
function of the appliedb value. This is particularly a proble

dient is (A) parallel to the readout gradient, no image artifacts will be pro
summed up to form the signal. In the case of (B) nonparallel or even
isturb the resulting signal leading to severe image artifacts. If the diffusion gradien
ue to the small phase dispersion through the imaging plane. This phaspersion
ith the phase dispersion per unit length being equal to those cases sho) and

pendicular to the phase dispersion, since all signal components have thsame phas
ed.
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in inferior axial slices of the human brain when the diffus
gradient is applied in the head/foot direction. In general
result of motion is that the measured ADC will tend to
overestimated in an uncorrectedin vivo scan.

ECG-triggering can be used to avoid this motion-indu
phase dispersion. However, this significantly increases the
acquisition time in multislice experiments since ideally e
slice must be acquired in a phase of negligible brain motio
no ECG-triggering is used, only a certain number of pro
tions will be disturbed. In our experience, less than one thi
all projections acquired are degraded (e.g., see Fig. 7D).
this number of degraded projections, backprojection still
duces usable images, where a significant signal attenu
only occurs in the regions of strong brain pulsation.

To obtain images with reduced pulsation artifacts, a
navigator approach was developed. This technique use
quired projections as their own motion navigator. In case o
pulsatile motion, i.e., negligible phase dispersion during
readout period, all spins in the image plane add up coher
to form the final signal. Each spin will contribute to differ
frequency components of the signal from projection to pro
tion, depending on the direction of the rotating readout g
ent. However, the sum over all signal components rem

FIG. 5. Eddy current compensation: (A) shows a sinogram without
current compensation. Most projections are affected by eddy current e
except those where the diffusion gradient is parallel to the readout gradie
bright projections in the middle); (B) is the corresponding image reconstr
from the projections shown in (A). The image suffers from severe artifact
shows the sinogram acquired with effective eddy current compensation;
the corresponding image from the projections in (C). All data were acq
with the sameb value (b 5 806 s/mm2) and the diffusion gradient
top/bottom direction.
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constant for each projection as long as imaging parameter
spin density are unchanged. Therefore, the energy of the
jections, which is often referred to as the projection inte
remains constantE 5 *2`

1` p(f, R)dR 5 const. for all f (47).
Since motion in a field gradient causes a phase dispersio
therefore a reduced signal amplitude, a reduced proje
energy is produced. This can be detected automatically b
algorithm which compares the energy of each projection
a predefined threshold, e.g., defined by the mean energy
projections. If the energy is below this threshold, the projec
is judged to be degraded and will be acquired again. In
study, this self-navigation principle was implemented a
offline procedure, where approximately 30% of the acqu
projections were discarded and reacquired in an indepe
scan.

Experimental

All data were acquired using a 2.0 Tesla whole body M
system (Tomikon S200, Bruker Medical Systems, Ettlin
Germany) with a maximum gradient strength of 31 mT/m
a minimum gradient rise time of 600ms. In our experiments th
echo train length was limited to four echoes to minimize
effect of T2 relaxation on the image contrast. Hence the-
trast behavior was almost comparable to standard spin
DWI. A typical multislice (5 slices) experiment was perform
with a repetition time ofTR 5 1 s. Diffusion gradients wit
d 5 25 ms and a maximum strength ofGd 5 25 mT/m were
applied. In all experiments, the proposed eddy current
pensation was applied. Trim times weret x 5 10 ms, t y 5 11
ms, andt z 5 19 ms. Slice selective filtered and trunca
sinc-pulses with a duration of 2 ms were used as refocu
pulses. The inter echo timeTinter was approximately 10 m
depending on the matrix size and the imaging bandwidth.
of view was 36 cm in combination with a 5123 512 matrix
The imaging gradients consisted of a 500ms dephasing sectio
followed by the readout section with the echo in the cente
the acquisition window and a 500ms rephasing section. For
studies no fat suppression was used. For quantitative ima
a series of images were acquired keepingN, Tinter, and TE
onstant, but with variableGd. From this series of images, t

apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) was calculated usin
pixel-by-pixel nonlinear fit algorithm.

The DW-rTSE sequence was first evaluated in a statio
spherical phantom containing doped water. The experim
were performed at room temperature. The diffusion coeffic
was measured in all three orthogonal directionsx, y, andz with
2 b values of 1.7 and 692 s/mm2. In vivo experiments wer

erformed in five healthy volunteers in order to demons
he feasibility and stability of this sequence. In addition, E
ated images were acquired in order to obtain reference im

ree of pulsation artifacts. These reference images were u
ompare (i) gated versus nongated acquisitions in slices
o significant pulsatile motion and (ii) self-navigated ve

y
cts
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ed
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gated acquisitions in slices with significant motion. In thein
vivo studies, high-resolution DWI (in-plane resolution, 1

m), anisotropy measurements, and investigations of the
ion sensitivity were performed. A typicalin vivo experimen
onsisted of the acquisition of five slices with two or morb
alues and diffusion weighting in all three orthogonal di
ions. Theb values were stepped from 1.7 up to 728 s/m2.
Without ECG-gating the total acquisition time was 4:16
for a five-slice experiment with a 5123 512 matrix and twob
values, diffusion weighting in one direction, using a repeti
time of TR 5 1 s andN 5 4 echoes per echo train. No spe

ead restraint was used.

RESULTS

Phantom Studies

Diffusion measurements with diffusion weighting in
three orthogonal directions were performed on a water-
phantom at room temperature (data not shown). Each
value was calculated from two optimally trimed images
quired at differentb values. The nonlinear fit yielded t

FIG. 6. Effect of ECG-gating: Diffusion weighted images acquired w
5123 512 matrix,TR 5 1 s,TEPGSE 5 60 ms). The triggered images were

eighting was applied in left/right direction. Theb values were (A, D) 2.7 s
used, the images do not show any off-resonance artifacts. All images a
reduced background noise and fewer streaking artifacts. However, the im
pulsation in the central part of the brain.
o-

-

n
l

d
C
-

following diffusion coefficients:ADCx 5 (2.47 6 0.16) z
103 mm2/s,ADCy 5 (2.376 0.14) z 103 mm2/s andADCz 5
(2.49 6 0.11) z 103 mm2/s. The calculated average diffus
constantADCav 5 ( ADCx 1 ADCy 1 ADCz)/3 yielded a
value of ADCav 5 (2.44 6 0.14) z 103 mm2/s, which is in
good agreement with the values of the diffusion constan
bulk water at room temperature reported in literature (42).

n Vivo Studies

Figure 6 compares ECG-gated versus ungated high-re
ion DW-rTSE images using a 5123 512 image matrix with
ut self navigation. The triggered images were acquired i

ate diastole where the pulsatile brain motion is negligible
ll images diffusion-weighting was applied in left/right dir

ion with b values ranging from 2.7 to 728 s/mm2. Although no
fat suppression was used, the images do not show signi
off-resonance artifacts, since a readout bandwidth of 100
was used. Thus, fat causes only a shift of about one pixel i
radial direction. The rotation of the readout gradient smear
these small spatial shifts to a blurring of negligible amplit
in the final image. As depicted in Fig. 6, all images are ne

ECG-gating (A–C) and without ECG-gating (D–F) are shown (FOV5 36.0 cm
quired in the late diastole where the pulsatile brain motion is negligible.
m2, (B, E) 364 s/mm2, and (C, F) 728 s/mm2. Although no fat-suppression w
free of rigid-body motion artifacts. ECG gating improves the image quae to a
es acquired without ECG gating show only some attenuation due to brainnchyma
ith
ac
/m
re
ag
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free of rigid-body motion artifacts. ECG gating reduces
maining weak streaking artifacts and background noise
improves the sharpness of the image. This is a clear sign
the main source of artifacts is pulsatile brain motion. Thus
use of ECG gating provides a small increase in image qu
but with the disadvantage of an significantly increased
time: Scan time increases from 6:24 min without ECG ga
(multislice mode 5 slices, 3b values each,TR 5 1 s) to
approximately 32 min (single-slice mode, 5 single slices,b
values each,TR 5 1 s) with ECG gating. The ECG-gat
images were acquired in single-slice mode in order to pro
reference images free of pulsatile brain motion artifacts
all slices. As can be seen, the images acquired without
gating show only some minor attenuation due to brain pa
chyma pulsation in the central part of the brain. As a resu
most parts of the human brain neither ECG gating nor
navigation are necessary (see also Figs. 8 and 9).

Figure 7 depicts the efficiency of the self-navigator appro
in an inferior slice, which is known to be significantly affec
by brain pulsation (41). Diffusion weighting was applied

ead/foot direction, corresponding to main direction of b
otion. As seen in Fig. 7D, the projections which were
uired without ECG gating are degraded the most, resulti
low image quality (Fig. 7A). In comparison, Fig. 7C sho

hat ECG gating provides the highest image quality, with
bsence of corrupted projections in the sinogram (see Fig
inally, Fig. 7B depicts the self-navigated image obta
ithout ECG gating, but where only14 of the motion corrupte

FIG. 7. Effect of self-navigator: Diffusion weighted images (A–C) withb
eighting was applied in slice direction. The repetition time wasTR 5 5 s. T
hey can be reduced when the degraded projections are acquired again
C). This can be observed in the corresponding sinograms (D–F) as we
ase, since a strong diffusion weighting in the main direction of motion
-
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at
e
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n

g

e

G
n-
in
lf-

h

n
-
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e
F).
d

projections were reacquired in a subsequent scan. The
sponding sinogram (Fig. 7E) shows a reduced amoun
degraded projections, as compared to the ungated scan
example demonstrates that ungated imaging in conjun
with self-navigation provides image quality almost compar
to fully ECG-gated acquisitions in areas of significant b
motion.

Figure 8 shows diffusion-weighted images and the co
sponding ADC maps of different slices of the human br
Diffusion weighting was applied in posterior/anterior direct
perpendicular to the main direction of pulsatile brain mot
The images are free of motion artifacts even though no
gating, no self-navigation, and no special head restraint
used. The images have an in-plane resolution of 700mm and 8
mm through plane. Anatomical details such as the indivi
gyri and sulci can be identified clearly.

Figure 9 shows a slice through the ventricles of the hu
brain with diffusion weighting applied in all three orthogo
directions. Neither ECG gating nor self-navigation was u
since pulsatile brain motion can be neglected in this
position. Diffusional anisotropy in white matter (WM) w
observed in the regions of the corona radiata, where the
map shows higher values in case of diffusion weighting in
direction (Fig. 9L) and lower values with diffusion weighti
in-plane (Fig. 9D, H). Table 1 summarizes the measured
values in WM and GM. The variation of the ADC values
WM indicates the existence of fibers which run through

lue of 692 s/mm2 and the corresponding sinograms (D–F) are shown. Diffu
artifacts due to pulsatile brain motion are strong if no ECG gating is use
ng the self-navigation approach (B). Using ECG-gating completely elimis artifacts
where degraded projections appear as dark lines. This scenario represworst
s applied.
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image plane. The measured ADC values are in the ran
those previously published (43–46).

DISCUSSION

In this study, a modified radial turbo-spin-echo technique
high-resolution diffusion-weighted imaging and quantita
ADC mapping has been presented. The successful imple
tation of the DW-rTSE technique relied on an accurate ana
of eddy current and motion effects on diffusion weighted
imaging. It was shown that a phase dispersion after the P
diffusion preparation is the common source of artifacts re
ing from eddy currents and motion. Depending on the o
tation of the diffusion weighting and the direction of
readout gradient, artifacts of different power are produce
the image. Based on this analysis, appropriate compen
techniques, an effective eddy current compensation, a
self-navigation approach were developed.

When compared with standard 2D-FT imaging, DW-rT
produces images essentially free of rigid body motion arti
with significantly reduced sensitivity to pulsatile brain moti
Images almost free of pulsatile motion artifacts were acqu
without ECG gating or self-navigation from slices superio
the eyes. Images from slices inferior to the eyes showe

FIG. 8. High resolution DWI: This figure shows (A–C) sagittal, (D–F
G) 2.7 s/mm2 and (B, E, H) 728 s/mm2 and the corresponding ADC maps (
gating nor special head restraint was used. The nominal resolution wam
of

r

en-
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SE
lt-
-

in
ion

a

ts
.
d

an

acceptable level of motion artifacts when acquired with
ECG gating. Remaining artifacts were further reduced u
the self-navigation approach. In contrast to single-shot
techniques, DW-rTSE allows high-resolution DWI with
in-plane resolution of up to 700mm on standard clinica
scanners with imaging times significantly reduced compar
standard single-echo 2D-FT DWI. This “anatomical res
tion” may allow detection of small lesions, definition of ex
borders as well as accurate volumetric measurements.

To summarize, the modified DW-rTSE provides the follo
ing key properties:

● Diffusional anisotropy can be studied.
● Quantitative diffusion measurements are possible.
● Eddy current compensation eliminates artifacts du

eddy currents caused by the diffusion gradients.
● No cardiac gating is necessary for diffusion imaging

most regions of the human brain.
● Residual motion artifacts can be reduced by a self-n

gation technique.

However, some critical issues remain. First, the prop
eddy current compensation scheme obviously performs on
systems where short-term (i.e., short relative to the inter

ronal, and (G–I) transversal slices from the human brain withb values of (A, D
, I). Diffusion weighting was applied in the posterior/anterior direction. N
0in-plane and 8 mm through-plane.
) co
C, F
s 70m
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252 SEIFERT ET AL.
spacings) eddy currents dominate. On imaging systems w
long-term eddy currents are significant, additional trim gr
ents must be added before each individual readout. This
not necessary on our system, as clearly demonstrated in F
In general, however, this eddy current compensation mu
calibrated on a system-by-system basis.

The proposed self-navigation approach was develope
the particular case of significant brain motion. This is typic
a problem in inferior slices when diffusion weighting is app
in head/foot direction. In this situation, the self-naviga
approach comes at the expense of prolonged scan times

FIG. 9. Quantitative diffusion measurements: Diffusion-weighted ima
to foot and the corresponding ADC maps (D, H, L) are shown. The arro
in regions of the corona radiata where strong attenuation can be obs
hyper-intensity with weighting in posterior/anterior direction (G). ADC m
slice direction (L) and a much smaller ADC value with weighting in ant

TABLE 1
ADC Values in Human Brain

ADC/103 mm2 s21 Grey matter White matte

ADCx 0.96 0.2 1.56 0.3
ADCy 1.06 0.2 1.06 0.2
ADCz 1.06 0.2 1.96 0.4
ADCav 1.06 0.2 1.56 0.3

Note.The ADC values were measured in an axial slice through the vent
of human brain. The region of interest for white matter was located next
ventricles in the corona radiata where anisotropy can be observed. Grey
showed no anisotropy of diffusion.
ere
i-
as
. 5.
be

or
y

nce

approximately 1
3 of the projections are corrupted by br

motion. However, in this case ECG gating, which would
tate the use of slow single-slice acquisitions, is comple
avoided. Thus, multislice imaging can still be performed
clinically feasible experiment times as demonstrated by thin
vivo results. Ideally, the reacquisition should be perfor
online for clinical efficacy, which was not yet possible with
system. In this ideal online situation the (i) acquisition o
complete set of projections would be directly followed by
(ii) automatic calculation of a threshold followed by (iii)
corresponding reacquisition of corrupted projections. Fu
work is required concerning the determination of the opt
number of echoes per readout period in order to obtain
highest image quality. The high-resolution achievable with
proposed method may increase the number of possible
cations for DWI. For example it may allow the detection
small lesions caused by multiple sclerosis (34, 35) and offers
the possibility to study the pathology of diseases that a
myelination. Clearly, clinical validation is required to test
performance of the self-navigator approach in patients a
evaluate lesion contrast-to-noise and border definition in s
lesions.

In summary, the proposed DW-rTSE technique comb
the resolution of conventional spin-echo 2D-FT imaging w

with weighting from (A–C) left to right, (E–G) posterior to anterior, and (Iad
symbolize the direction of diffusion weighting. Diffusional anisotropy isent

ed in the images with diffusion weighting in slice direction (K) in conhe
show the same effect, with a higher ADC value in this region with weing in

r/posterior direction (H).
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the motion insensitivity of single-shot techniques. Since
imaging has the potential to play an important role in
evaluation of patients with stroke and other diseases, the
for clinical widely available and robust sequences suc
DW-rTSE will likely increase. Thus, further investigation c
cerning the application of radial DW sequences are promi
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